Spin-echo echo-planar perfusion prior to chemoradiation is a strong independent predictor of progression-free and overall survival in newly diagnosed glioblastoma.
Spin-echo echo planar (EP) perfusion weighted imaging (SE-PWI) has been demonstrated to be more selective than gradient-echo EP PWI for blood volume in microvessels the size of glioma neocapillaries, but it has not been comprehensively studied in human clinical use. We assessed whether SE-PWI before and after initiating chemoradiation can stratify patients with respect to progression free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS). Sixty-eight patients with newly diagnosed glioblastoma (mean age 58.3, 36 males) were included in analysis. SE EP cerebral blood volumes (SE-CBVs) in enhancing and nonenhancing tumor, normalized to contralateral normal appearing white matter (SE-nCBV), were assessed at baseline and after initial chemoradiation. SE-nCBV parameters predictive of PFS and OS were identified in univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazards models. Multivariate analysis demonstrated that baseline tumor mean SE-nCBV was predictive of PFS (p = 0.038) and OS (p = 0.004). Within the patient sample, baseline tumor mean SE-nCBV <2.0 predicted longer patient PFS (median 47.0 weeks, p < 0.001) and OS (median 98.6 weeks, p = 0.003) compared with baseline mean SE-nCBV >2.0 (median PFS 25.3, median OS 56.0 weeks). Exploratory multi-group stratification demonstrated that very high (>4.0) tumor SE-nCBV was associated with worse patient OS than intermediate high (>2.0, <4.0) SE-nCBV (p = 0.025). Baseline mean SE-nCBV can stratify patients for PFS and OS prior to initiation of chemoradiation, which may help select patients who require closer surveillance. Our exploratory analysis indicates a magnitude-dependent relationship between baseline SE-nCBV and OS.